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We all wish we had this problem.

You’ve done well for yourself, and you’ve rewarded yourself with a home theater 
system in several rooms. Multiple DVRs, possibly even a server closet full of DVRs. 
You’ve got so much equipment that you had to hire a custom installer, but now you 
want to expand it further.

DIRECTV’s SWM system doesn’t count receivers, it counts tuners. A regular receiver is 
1, an older DVR is 2, a Genie DVR is 5. Clients count as zero tuners because their tuners 
are in the Genie DVR. While DIRECTV will not activate a second Genie on a customer 
account (for now) it’s still fairly easy to bump up against that 16-tuner limit. What can 
you do? 

DIRECTV installers will not be of much help. There are many documented cases 
where an installer simply refuses to go above 16 tuners in the home, claiming that any 
more tuners require a commercial account. This isn’t true, but many installers think 
it is. You may simply be a sports fan, or watch a lot of television, or just have a big 
family. No matter what, you’ll need to have some skill and knowledge, because you 
may need to help the installer, hire a custom installer, or do it yourself. There is a lot of 
misinformation out there and this special report will help you sort it all out.

http://www.solidsignal.com
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If you need more than 16 tuners, the obvious choice 
is the DIRECTV SWM-32. But is it the right choice?

The SWM-32 is not designed for residential use. 
In fact, it’s designed for apartment buildings. It’s a 
really big box, with two power supplies. The goal of 
a SWM-32 is to provide up to 8 tuners to each of four 
apartments. While each of those sets of eight tuners 
can use Whole-Home, it’s not possible to share 
Whole-Home programming between the banks of 
eight.

DIRECTV simply doesn’t have an approved solution 
for whole-home for more than 16 tuners.

There are options, of course. But, between the high 
cost of the SWM-32 and its 4 banks of 8 (as opposed 
to a SWM-16 that lets you use whole-home between 
any of the 16 tuners) there are better choices than 
the SWM-32 for use within the home. 

DIRECTV has also recently introduced the DSWM-
13 designed for hotels. Beware of this multiswitch because it isn’t supported for residential use and 
its power level is so high that you could actually fry receivers by using it.

KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE NOW
The first step in knowing how best to upgrade is to know what you have now.

Take a look at your dish. Are there four lines coming from it, or only one? If there is one line coming 
from the dish, then you will have to make a change to the dish, because you have the “SWM LNB.” 
This dish is not expandable to accommodate more than 8 tuners. But, if you’re reading this article 
you probably have gone beyond the basic installation.

If you do need to upgrade your dish, read the instructions on the next page. You will have to buy a 
whole new dish, but you won’t have to change it all, just the LNB (the front part.)

If you have four lines coming from your dish, trace the wires and find the multiswitch. Unless this is 
a very old system, there are three possibilities: The WB68, the SWM8, and the SWM-16.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SWM-32PWR&d=DIRECTV-SWM32-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-with-Power-Supplies-%2832-Channel%29-%28SWM-32%29
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If you have four lines coming from your dish, you’re all set. If not, follow these instructions. 
When you have more receivers than you have connections for at the dish, you need to use 
another switch, but if you’re connecting two or more receivers to the same signal from the 
dish, the signal would get divided and the power would drop equally, so these switches 
have buffer amps to isolate each receiver and keep the levels the same whether one or 8 are 
connected. This type of setup is based off switches, and each receiver must connect each tuner 
to the switch at the dish, or the additional switch.

A legacy dish (non-SWM) has four outputs which carry all the signals between these four, so 
connecting a switch down the line, means all four cables need to connect. All receivers must 
connect to a switch with four cables from the dish, and you can’t add a switch or a splitter 
to one of the outputs of the switch to connect another receiver, because each tuner sends a 
voltage and a signal that controls the switch position, powers the buffer amp, and ends up 
powering the LNB at the dish.

If you need to change out the LNB, do that first. Be careful. Use a pencil to note the mounting 
angles on the dish. This will help you see if you have inadvertently moved the dish. Gently 
mark the position of the dish on the dish bracket and also mark the angle on the top and 
bottom adjustment areas on the mounting arm. Disconnect and remove the old LNB and attach 
the new one. You will need to run four wires to the multiswitch, so connect those and run 
them inside.

Carefully mark your dish’s position on these pieces using a pencil so you will know if you’ve knocked anything out.

HOW TO CHANGE AN LNB
Use these instructions if you don’t have an external multiswitch

http://www.solidsignal.com
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DIRECTV MULTISWITCHES

Zinwell WB68

SWM-8  
Single Wire Multiswitch

This multiswitch was used by 
DIRECTV until about three years ago. 
It provides the opportunity for up 
to eight tuners but doesn’t support 
whole-home. If you have this switch 
and you’re happy with it, there’s no 
need to change, but be aware that 
DIRECTV’s newest receivers, the H25 
and HR34, do not support this switch. 
If you are upgrading, this may be the 
right time to move from this switch to 
something newer.

If you do want to stay with this switch 
and its older technology,  

you can purchase another one from Solid Signal and use up to 16 tuners that way. While 
it’s possible to split the signal even further with additional WB68s, this may require the use of an 
amplifier.

In the mid-2000s, DIRECTV experienced 
explosive growth but there was a problem. 
While many homes were wired with high-
quality RG6 cable, the standard was for only 
one wire per room. The DIRECTV HR20 DVR 
and its successors required two wires each, 
and it was unnecessarily expensive to run 
new cables. Homeowners didn’t like it, either.

DIRECTV’s answer was the single wire 
multiswitch. This piece of equipment 
could be placed into the home instead of the 
old WB68 and let the DIRECTV DVRs get 
two tuners (or more) over one line. The new 
switch requires that power be inserted into 
the system through a separate module.

If you have the SWM8 module and you want to add more tuners, you have an easy solution:  
swap it out for the SWM-16 Single Wire Multiswitch.

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=WB68&d=Zinwell-WB68-DIRECTV-Approved-Wide-Band-Frequency-%28Ku%2FKa%29-6x8-Multiswitch-%28WB68%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SWM-8&d=DIRECTV-SWM-8-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%288-Channel%29-%28SWM-8%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SWM-8&d=DIRECTV-SWM-8-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%288-Channel%29-%28SWM-8%29
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SWM-16 Single Wire Multiswitch
When DIRECTV’s SWM-16 first hit the market, 
it seemed destined for commercial uses such as bars, 

restaurants and apartment complexes. With the 
DIRECTV HR44 Genie DVR it became more 
common to put it into homes.

If you have a SWM-8 multiswitch, you have two 
choices. You can add another SWM-8, and a later post 
will describe how that can be done. This will keep 
your investment in a SWM-8. However, DIRECTV 
Whole-Home will not be supported between the two 
switches. There are ways around this, the risks of 
which will be discussed in a later post.

An easier, although more expensive, option is to use 
the SWM-16 multiswitch. The SWM-16 can take the 
place of the SWM8 with only minor changes to the 
system.

First, look at the power inserter. All SWM-8 switches 

should use the PI-29Z power inserter, but some 
SWM systems have the PI-21 power inserter. While 
this does not pose an issue for SWM systems already 

in place, you need the PI-29Z. Switch out the power inserter before making any other changes.

Look at the SWM8. Note if there is a wire coming from the Legacy 3 port into the power inserter. 
This will be especially obvious if there is no wire coming from the Legacy 1, and 2 ports.

When replacing a SWM8 with a SWM-16, connect all the lines in the same places as before, except if 
you noted the line from the Legacy 3 port. You can get power from the power inserter to the SWM 
either through the SWM1 port on either SWM8 or SWM-16, or through a separate line. On the 
SWM8, that separate line runs to the Legacy 3 port. On the SWM-16 there is a separate connector 
marked PWR between the SWM1 and SWM2 connector. Connect the inserter line appropriately.

There is a clear benefit to having a specific line run from the power inserter to the switch. Wiring 
this way will make it impossible to accidentally fry a receiver if you hook the power inserter up 
wrong. However, it also becomes impossible to use the power inserter’s “TO IRD” port to connect a 
receiver inline with the power inserter. 

If you have two SWM-8s, you can replace them with one SWM16. If you have one SWM-16, you 
have more options.

DIRECTV MULTISWITCHES

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=KIT-SWM-16&d=DIRECTV-SWM16-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%2816-Channel%29-%28SWM-16%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=HR44&ss=185054
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=HR44&ss=185054
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=PI-29Z&d=DIRECTV-SWM-PI--29V-1.5A-Power-Inserter-for-SWM-8-and-SWM-16-%28PI-29Z%29
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Note: DIRECTV does not have an approved method of using two SWM-16s together for whole-home, 
but if you’re willing to go without support, a a method for bridging them will be discussed later.

In order to connect two SWM-16s to a dish with four outputs, you will need the following:  
(click each item to be taken to the product page)

• Two multiswitches with power inserters
• Four power-passing splitters

A combination of splitters as needed:

• DIRECTV SWS-2 
• DIRECTV SWS-4
• DIRECTV SWS-8 
• Terminators
• Cable

Remember, do not oversplit the signal and terminate any unused connections. Also, remember to 
ground your equipment whenever possible. Better to ground too often than not often enough.

Lines from the dish:

Lines from the dish should be run to the four power-passing splitters. Run each line from each 
splitter into the same port in each multiswitch. In other words, the 18V line for each multiswitch 
should come from the same splitter.

Line to the Power Inserter:

For the most consistent results, run a line from the DC/PWR port into the POWER TO SWM port on 
the power inserter. You will not be able to run a receiver from this connection.

Lines to the Splitters and Receivers:

Run lines to the splitters from SWM1 and SWM2. It’s not necessary to worry about which line goes 
into the power passing ports, but it is important that you use “green label” whole-home-compatible 
splitters. Use the smallest splitter possible and feed no more than eight tuners from each splitter.

Note: Be aware of your signal levels. Using splitters or cascading switches can often lead to loss of 
power. An amplifier when combined with a signal locker can be critical in maintaining a clean, 
strong signal.

The following page shows a diagram of the DIRECTV-approved method for wiring two SWM-16s. 

CONNECTING TWO SWM-16’s
DIRECTV-approved method

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=KIT-SWM-16&d=DIRECTV-SWM16-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%2816-Channel%29-%28SWM-16
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SP2WAPHL&d=Skywalker-2-way-Splitter-for-Off-air-and-Satellite-signals-%28SKY23302D
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT2MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS2-Satellite-2Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=874409002404
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS4-Satellite-4Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPLIT8MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS-8-Satellite-8-Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282--2150-MHz%29&sku=874409002084
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPTERM-EACH&d=Skywalker-75-ohm-Terminator-%281-Terminator%29-%28SPTERM
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SSCBLS&d=Solid-Signal-Custom-Cable-Lengths-RG6-with-High-Quality-Solid-Signal-Connectors
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DIRECTV-Approved 32-tuner installation (some receivers not shown)

Difficulty (1 star is easiest) 
DOCUMENT DATE: July, 2014
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If you have a SWM-8 and wish to add an additional SWM-16, you have three options. DIRECTV 
doesn’t provide a lot of documentation on the “correct approved” way of doing this, there are three 
options that may work for you. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.

Option 1 is installing the two multiswitches the same way that as the DIRECTV-approved method 
for using two SWM-16s. This option balances out the line loss across both multiswitches, with both 
multiswitches having 6 dB of loss. It also has a good balance between cost and difficulty. You will need to 
rewire the area around your multiswitch, but when you are done you will have a stable system and an 
easy path for upgrading your SWM-8 to a SWM-16 should you wish to go for the full 32 tuners. 

You’ll need the following:  (click each item to be taken to the product page)

• SWM-16 with power inserter
• Four power-passing splitters 

A combination of splitters as needed:

• DIRECTV SWS-2 / DIRECTV SWS-4 / DIRECTV SWS-8 
• Terminators
• Cable

Remember, do not oversplit the signal and terminate any unused connections. Also, remember to 
ground your equipment whenever possible. Better to ground too often than not often enough.

Lines from the dish:
Lines from the dish should be run to the four power-passing splitters. Run each line from each 
splitter into the same port in each multiswitch. In other words, the 18V line for each multiswitch 
should come from the same splitter.

Line to the Power Inserter:
On the SWM-16, run a line from the DC/PWR port into the POWER TO SWM port on the power 
inserter. On the SWM-8, run a line from the Legacy3 port into the POWER TO SWM port on the 
power inserter. You will not be able to run a receiver from connections on the power inserters.

Lines to the Splitters and Receivers:
Run lines to the splitters from SWM1 and SWM2 on both SWM-16 and SWM8. It’s not necessary 
to worry about which line goes into the power passing ports, but it is important that you use “green 
label” whole-home-compatible splitters. Use the smallest splitter possible and feed no more than 
eight tuners from each splitter.

Note: Be aware of your signal levels. Using splitters or cascading switches can often lead to loss of power. 
An amplifier when combined with a signal locker can be critical in maintaining a clean, strong signal.

The following page shows a diagram of this method for wiring a SWM-16 and SWM-8 together.

Connect a SWM-16 to SWM8: Option 1 

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=KIT-SWM-16&d=DIRECTV-SWM16-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%2816-Channel%29-%28SWM-16
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SP2WAPHL&d=Skywalker-2-way-Splitter-for-Off-air-and-Satellite-signals-%28SKY23302D
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT2MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS2-Satellite-2Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=874409002404
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS4-Satellite-4Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPLIT8MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS-8-Satellite-8-Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282--2150-MHz%29&sku=874409002084
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPTERM-EACH&d=Skywalker-75-ohm-Terminator-%281-Terminator%29-%28SPTERM
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SSCBLS&d=Solid-Signal-Custom-Cable-Lengths-RG6-with-High-Quality-Solid-Signal-Connectors
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Option 1: Balanced signal to both multiswitches

Difficulty (1 star is easiest) 
DOCUMENT DATE: July, 2014
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The legacy ports on a SWM-16 pass 100% of the signals from the dish, so there is a simpler option for 
installation. By connecting a SWM8 to the legacy ports of a SWM-16, you can easily add the SWM-16 
into your home system with a minimum of cost. This option gives the least line loss to the SWM-16, 
but introduces line loss of 10 dB into the SWM8. If you live in an area prone to rain fade, consider this 
option carefully. While the SWM-16’s receivers will be more fade-resistant than in any other option, 
the SWM8’s tuners will experience the greatest impact from rain fade. If you plan your system so 
that all the DVRs are on the SWM-16, you may find the risk of rain fade acceptable.

DIRECTV has specifically said that you should not use this 
method to connect one SWM-16 to another SWM-16.

You’ll need the following:  (click each item to be taken to the product page)

• SWM-16 with power inserter

A combination of splitters as needed:

• DIRECTV SWS-2  / DIRECTV SWS-4 / DIRECTV SWS-8 
• Terminators
• Cable

Remember, do not oversplit the signal and terminate any unused connections. Also, remember to 
ground your equipment whenever possible. Better to ground too often than not often enough.

Replace the SWM-8 with the SWM-16
Lines from the dish should be run to the SWM-16’s ports instead of the SWM-8. Mount the SWM-8 
so that the input ports face the legacy ports of the SWM-16.

Line to the Power Inserter:
On the SWM-16, run a line from the DC/PWR port into the POWER TO SWM port on the power 
inserter. On the SWM-8, run a line from the Legacy3 port into the POWER TO SWM port on the 
power inserter. You will not be able to run a receiver from connections on the power inserters.

Lines to the Splitters and Receivers:
Run lines to the splitters from SWM1 and SWM2 on both SWM-16 and SWM8. It’s not necessary 
to worry about which line goes into the power passing ports, but it is important that you use “green 
label” whole-home-compatible splitters. Use the smallest splitter possible and feed no more than 
eight tuners from each splitter.

Note: Be aware of your signal levels. Using splitters or cascading switches can often lead to loss of power. 
An amplifier when combined with a signal locker can be critical in maintaining a clean, strong signal.

The following page shows a diagram of this method for wiring a SWM-16 and SWM-8 together.

Connect a SWM-16 to SWM8: Option 2 

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=KIT-SWM-16&d=DIRECTV-SWM16-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%2816-Channel%29-%28SWM-16
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT2MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS2-Satellite-2Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=874409002404
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS4-Satellite-4Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPLIT8MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS-8-Satellite-8-Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282--2150-MHz%29&sku=874409002084
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPTERM-EACH&d=Skywalker-75-ohm-Terminator-%281-Terminator%29-%28SPTERM
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SSCBLS&d=Solid-Signal-Custom-Cable-Lengths-RG6-with-High-Quality-Solid-Signal-Connectors
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Difficulty (1 star is easiest) 
DOCUMENT DATE: July, 2014

Option 2: Stronger Signal on SWM-16
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One of the easiest wiring options for connecting a SWM-16 to a SWM-8 is the 
Sonora SWM-E2 SWM Expander. This is a single device that contains all the splitters 
necessary for a two-multiswitch setup. This option is more expensive than using four 
splitters but it does result in an easier, cleaner installation. This method can also be 
used to connect two SWM-16 multiswitches, but is not guaranteed by Sonora.

Please note that one of the multiswitches needs to be installed upside down. Because 
the cooling fins on a SWM are designed to face outward, you will need to evaluate 
your particular situation to see if additional cooling steps are necessary. Sonora tells 
us that there is no issue with using a SWM mounted upside down but if you are 
concerned, you may wish to use some sort of spacer to mount the SWMs to the wall. 
Unused compression connectors make excellent spacers, by the way.

You’ll need the following: 
(click each item to be taken to the product page)

SWM-16 with power inserter
Sonora SWM-E2 SWM Expander

A combination of splitters as needed:
DIRECTV SWS-2 / DIRECTV SWS-4 / DIRECTV SWS-8 
Terminators
Cable

Remember, do not oversplit the signal and terminate any unused connections. Also, 
remember to ground your equipment whenever possible. Better to ground too often 
than not often enough. Follow the steps on the next page to install two SWMs using a 
SWM expander.

Connect a SWM-16 to SWM8: Option 3

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=KIT-SWM-16&d=DIRECTV-SWM16-Single-Wire-Multi-Switch-With-Power-Supply-%2816-Channel%29-%28SWM-16
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SWM-E2&d=Sonora-DIRECTV-SD-SWM-E2-DIRECTV-SWM-EXPAND-%28SWM-E2%29&sku=609465599052
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT2MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS2-Satellite-2Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=874409002404
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS4-Satellite-4Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPLIT8MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS-8-Satellite-8-Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282--2150-MHz%29&sku=874409002084
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPTERM-EACH&d=Skywalker-75-ohm-Terminator-%281-Terminator%29-%28SPTERM
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SSCBLS&d=Solid-Signal-Custom-Cable-Lengths-RG6-with-High-Quality-Solid-Signal-Connectors
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Remove the SWM-8 already in place.

Run lines from the dish directly into the SWM-E2. Make sure there is enough room to 
mount the two SWMs with the input ports facing each other.

Install the two SWMs.

Remove the dust caps from the Flex ports on the multiswitches, even if they are 
unused. If you don’t, the SWM-E2 won’t fit. Mark the names of the ports with a 
permanent marker on the back of the SWM8 so that you don’t accidentally connect 
cables to the wrong ports.

The SWM-E2 has push-on connectors that will let you push the multiswitches right 
onto the SWM-E2. One multiswitch, preferably the SWM8, should be upside down 
so the same lines feed each multiswitch. Attach both SWMs to the wall securely. The 
mounting is the only thing that will hold the SWMs to the SWM-E2.

Line to the Power Inserter:

On the SWM-16, run a line from the DC/PWR port into the POWER TO SWM port on 
the power inserter. On the SWM-8, run a line from the Legacy3 port into the POWER 
TO SWM port on the power inserter. You will not be able to run a receiver from 
connections on the power inserters.

Lines to the Splitters and Receivers:

Run lines to the splitters from SWM1 and SWM2 on both SWM-16 and SWM-8. It’s 
not necessary to worry about which line goes into the power passing ports, but it 
is important that you use “green label” whole-home-compatible splitters. Use the 
smallest splitter possible and feed no more than eight tuners from each splitter.

Note: Be aware of your signal levels. Using splitters or cascading switches can often 
lead to loss of power. An amplifier when combined with a signal locker can be critical in 
maintaining a clean, strong signal.

The following page shows a diagram of this method for wiring a SWM-16 and SWM-8 
together.

Connect a SWM-16 to SWM8: Option 3

http://www.solidsignal.com
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If you have older multiswitches and don’t need whole-home service, you may want 
to use them to upgrade your home. Any combination of multiswitches can be used 
together in this method.

The biggest concern when using this many switches from a single dish is line loss. The 
recommended splitters introduce line loss of 10db into your system and that may be 
enough to cause problems with rain fade. In order to avoid this, you should consider 
the use of an amplifier and a polarity locker, which will be shown in upcoming posts. 
An amplifier will increase signal strength but it does not help signal-to-noise (also 
called carrier-to-noise) ratios. In other words, it’s like turning up the volume on the TV. 
It makes everything louder, and if there’s a background “hiss” you’ll hear that too.

Another option is the use of a second dish which would solve line loss problems but of 
course is less aesthetically pleasing.

Using up to four multiswitches creates a very complex system and if you are 
considering whole-home, using two SWM-16 devices will give you an easier, more 
reliable whole-home experience.

You’ll need the following:  (click each item to be taken to the product page)

Any of the following multiswitches:
SWM-16 multiswitch with power inserter
SWM8 multiswitch with power inserter
WB68 Legacy Multiswitch

Up to 4 four-way power-passing splitters 

A combination of splitters as needed:
DIRECTV SWS-2  / DIRECTV SWS-4 / DIRECTV SWS-8 
Terminators and Cable

Remember, do not oversplit the signal and terminate any unused connections. Also, 
remember to ground your equipment whenever possible. Better to ground too often 
than not often enough.

The following page explains how to connect any four multiswitches.

Connecting four multiswitches of any type 

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=WB68&d=Zinwell-WB68-DIRECTV-Approved-Wide-Band-Frequency-%28Ku%2FKa%29-6x8-Multiswitch-%28WB68%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SKY23304D&d=Skywalker-4-way-Splitter-for-Off-air-and-Satellite-signals-%28SKY23304D%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT2MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS2-Satellite-2Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=874409002404
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS4-Satellite-4Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282-2150-MHz%29&c=Satellite%20Splitters&sku=
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPLIT8MRV&d=DIRECTV-SWS-8-Satellite-8-Way-Wide-Band-MRV-Compatible-Splitter-%282--2150-MHz%29&sku=874409002084
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SPTERM-EACH&d=Skywalker-75-ohm-Terminator-%281-Terminator%29-%28SPTERM
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SSCBLS&d=Solid-Signal-Custom-Cable-Lengths-RG6-with-High-Quality-Solid-Signal-Connectors
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Lines from the dish:

Lines from the dish should be run to the four power-passing splitters. Run each line 
from each splitter into the same port in each multiswitch. In other words, the 18V line 
for each multiswitch should come from the same splitter.

Line to the Power Inserter:

On the SWM-16, run a line from the DC/PWR port into the POWER TO SWM port on 
the power inserter.

On the SWM8, run a line from the Legacy3 port into the POWER TO SWM port on the 
power inserter. You will not be able to run a receiver from connections on the power 
inserters.

WB68 multiswitches do not require power inserters. DO NOT attach a power inserter 
to a WB68 system.

Lines to the Splitters and Receivers:

Run lines to the splitters from SWM1 and SWM2 on both SWM-16 and SWM8. It’s 
not necessary to worry about which line goes into the power passing ports, but it 
is important that you use “green label” whole-home-compatible splitters. Use the 
smallest splitter possible and feed no more than eight tuners from each splitter.

For WB68 multiswitches, run lines to each receiver from the output ports of the 
WB68. Remember that in WB68 installations you must run two lines to each DVR 
(HR34 and H25 are not supported) and each HD receiver (except HR23 and H23) must 
have a B-Band Converter to watch HD programming. Do not use splitters with WB68 
multiswitches.

If you are mixing WB68 and SWM systems, remember to run satellite setup on each 
receiver and choose the proper satellite dish type for the multiswitch you are using.

The following page shows a diagram of this method for wiring multiswitches together.

Connecting four multiswitches of any type 

http://www.solidsignal.com
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Every piece of cable, every 
splitter, in fact everything 
that comes between your 
dish and your receivers 
causes some signal loss. 
This is an unavoidable fact. 
That’s why the best practice 
is to use as few splitters 
as possible, and use the 
smallest splitter possible. 
Sometimes, though, you 
have to split the signal.

If you’re using more than one multiswitch, you are losing at least 6dB of signal. That 
probably isn’t a problem by itself, but it can be a problem if you have many splitters 
further down the run. If you are using more than two multiswitches, you’re losing at 
least 10dB of signal. That could be a real problem when rain, snow, or even dense cloud 
cover come into play.

For that reason, we recommend the Sonora line of amplifiers and polarity lockers. 
Used together, they help provide a more stable signal for installations with more than 
16 tuners.

The Sonora LA144R-T DBS/SMATV Input Amplifier is an excellent choice for 
amplifying a satellite signal. It is placed so it is the first piece of equipment, closest to 
the dish, and provides up to 14dB of gain, which should be enough to combat the losses 
brought on by multiple splitters.

An amplifier by itself is not going to solve all the problems that may exist. The LA144 
is only going to work with the signal it has, and that signal may benefit from further 
processing. For that reason, we recommend the use of a polarity locker as well. A 
polarity locker does not remove noise from a signal but it does help stabilize the signal 
by adding more voltage and locking in the four specific signals required for a high-
definition dish.

USING AN AMPLIFIER AND POLARITY LOCKER

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=LA144RT&d=Sonora-LA144R-T-DBS%2FSMATV-Input-Amplifier-%28LA144R-T%29
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The Sonora 4SATPL-T Polarity 
Locker/Power Inserter is 
the right companion to the 
LA144 from Sonora. It isolates 
the signals from the LNBs and 
gives priority to only those 
signals that should come 
through each of the four lines. 
Each line pulls signal from a 
different part of your dish’s 
LNB assembly, and provides 
signal from a different set of 
satellites. By locking in each line’s polarity, the 4SATPL should help compensate for 
noisy or weak signals. It also provides a power source for those LNBs to make them 
as efficient as possible. Normally this is done by your receivers or the power inserter 
in your system. Adding voltage specifically to power the LNB helps to avoid voltage 
drops that can cause problems for the receiver.

Installation is easy. Install the LA144 closest to the dish, followed by a short run to 
the 4SATPL. If used together, the power inserter for the 4SATPL can also power 
the LA144. If the LA144 is used without a polarity locker, attach its supplied power 
inserter.

If you decide not to install an amplifier and polarity locker into your system, it’s wise 
to leave room for one later, and make sure that cables from the dish can reach to where 
the amplifier would go. Without a satellite meter it’s not possible to tell whether or 
not you’re getting enough line loss to need an amplifier, but if you start receiving 771 
errors when watching, or see long stretches of unexpected black, the culprit is often 
line loss. Installation of the LA144 and 4SATPL will stabilize your installation and keep 
things running well.

Earlier versions of this document advocated putting the amplifier before the polarity 
locker. However, this method is no longer approved by DIRECTV and we now 
recommend putting the polarity locker closest to the dish.

The following diagram shows proper installation of the Sonora LA144 amplifier and 
4SATPL polarity locker. 

USING AN AMPLIFIER AND POLARITY LOCKER

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=4satpl-t&d=Sonora-4satpl-t-Polarity-Locker-%284SATPL-T%29
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=4satpl-t&d=Sonora-4satpl-t-Polarity-Locker-%284SATPL-T%29
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As stated before, DIRECTV does not offer any approved method of using whole-home 
service between multiple multiswitches. A maximum of 8 DVRs is supported, and 
all DVRs must be connected through single wire multiswitches (SWMs). Anything 
beyond that, and you’re on your own.

The Ethernet method

Most DIRECTV receivers can be connected via Ethernet. The exception is the H25 
receiver. If you want to share programming with other receivers, you can connect 
every receiver and DVR via ethernet cable. This will give access to on-demand and 
TVApps, but will not automatically turn on whole-home viewing. Whole-home 
service must be turned on by a DIRECTV CSR and does carry an extra cost.

If you search the internet you will find sites offering instructions on tricking DIRECTV 
CSRs into activating whole-home service. This was easier to do in past years but 
DIRECTV has really started to limit the power of individual CSRs to turn on whole-
home service this way. Be prepared to spend hours over the course of multiple phone 
calls and e-mails to get the service turned on.

If you are currently a whole-home customer however, you can reconnect your entire 
system so that it runs on ethernet only. Of course, you are on your own for support 
and will continue to pay the monthly fee for whole-home service.

The hybrid method

If you are using SWMs and whole-home service is active, you can expand your system 
to share programming between multiple DVRs on different SWMs, or add whole-
home capability to DVRs on WB68 multiswitches.

You’ll need a combination of parts including:   (click each item to be taken to the 
product page)

DIRECTV Cinema Connection Kit (DECA Broadband) - one for each SWM
Netgear ProSafe FS105 5-port 10/100Mbps Ethernet Switch (FS105) or any 
wired switch
Cable from Solid Signal or any Category 5e or Category 6 cables (or you can make 
your own)

Whole-home viewing with multiple multiswitches 

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=DECABB1R0&d=DIRECTV-DECA-Broadband-with-power-supply-%28DECABB1R0
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=15&p=FS105&d=Netgear-ProSafe-FS105-5port-10100Mbps-Ethernet-Switch-%28FS105%29&c=Wired%20Routers&sku=606449006865
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=15&p=SCATPC7GRY&d=7-ft-Enhanced-Category-5-Cable--Grey-%28CATPC7GRY%29&c=CAT-5%20Accessories&sku=
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The use of wireless or powerline (HomePlug) equipment is 
not recommended as it may not be able to provide a smooth 

enough stream for whole-home viewing.

Interconnection is easy, just follow these steps:

• Connect all receivers on WB68 multiswitches via ethernet to your home network. 
Go through the network setup procedure on each receiver.

• Connect a Cinema Connection Kit to every SWM. Only one is needed per 
multiswitch (unless you are on a SWM-32)

• Connect each Cinema Connection Kit to the same network switch. The closer they 
are, the smoother the connection.

• Connect that network switch to your home network, and go through the network 
setup procedure on each receiver. 

If you have whole-home active, that should be all that is required. If you need more 
information about Coax Networking, check out our White Paper.

The following diagram shows a typical installation for sharing whole-home service 
over multiple multiswitches. 

Whole-home viewing with multiple multiswitches 

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://forums.solidsignal.com/showthread.php/1251-WHITE-PAPER-A-Guide-to-DIRECTV-Networking
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DIRECTV’s whole-home service is designed to work around a single SWM8 or SWiM-16 
multiswitch. While it is possible to use DECA Broadbands (Cinema Connection Kits) to 
bridge separate DECA clouds, there are some issues with which you should be aware. 

SWM-32 is not recommended for Whole-Home.
The SWM-32 is designed for multi-unit residential use and was not designed with 
whole-home in mind. While whole-home service will usually work with a SWM-32, 
four DECA Broadbands must be connected via switch. Use one DECA Broadband from 
each SWiM output. The internal wiring of the SWM-32 is not certified to work with 
whole-home and any whole-home application using a SWM-32 will be unsupported. 

It may not be possible to see more than 8 DVRs
Depending on random factors which may be impossible to avoid, you may not see 
more than 8 DVRs in your setup. Try to build your whole-home system if possible so 
that one Genie DVR and 7 HR24s are sufficient. That yields the ability to record 19 
channels simultaneously. If you need more than that, you can add additional DVRs but 
some receivers may not be able to see them.

Using Ethernet Switches will not work with GenieGO
DIRECTV GenieGO, the device that allows you to transcode programming for use with 
smartphones and tablets, will only see devices on the same multiswitch. In addition, 
using Nomad software in a network with multiple layers of switches may lead to errors. 

DIRECTV iPad App may not work
DIRECTV’s application for iPad uses many methods to try to find receivers on the local 
area network and complex network setups such as multiple layers of networking 
can create issues. with smartphones and tablets, will only see devices on the same 
multiswitch. In addition, using Nomad software in a network with multiple layers of 
switches may lead to errors.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
For Whole Home using  DECA Broadband adapters

http://www.solidsignal.com
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As stated before, DIRECTV does not offer any 
approved method of using whole-home service 
between multiple multiswitches. A maximum 
of 8 DVRs is supported, and all DVRs must be 
connected through single wire multiswitches 
(SWMs). Anything beyond that, and you’re on 
your own. However, there is a solution that 
offers the best possible chance of success. 

A diplexer is designed to intelligently combine 
signals on two different frequencies through 
a single cable. The NAS STD-9501M (pictured 
above) was originally designed to let you use an 
over-the-air antenna with a satellite system on the same cable. The bad news is that 
you can’t do that anymore... the Connected Home signal uses the same frequencies 
as broadcast TV. However... that means that you should be able to use it to combine 
Connected Home data into a satellite signal too.

In fact, DIRECTV uses this technique for its Residential Experience system and it has 
been proven to work.

How to use the NAS-9501M diplexers

The purpose of the diplexers is to provide internet access to all receivers on both 
multiswitches, as well as to allow all receivers and DVRs to see each other. This 
method bypasses all the internal crossovers within the multiswitches, for the 
strongest possible signal.

You’ll need a combination of parts including:
DIRECTV Cinema Connection Kit (DECABB1R0) 
NAS STD-9501M Satellite / Off Air Diplexer Power Passing (STD-9501) - You 
will need four of these
DIRECTV SWS-4 Satellite 4-Way Wide Band MRV Compatible Splitter -  
You will need one in addition to any other splitters you are using.

The Sonora SWMD3 may also be substituted for the NAS STD-9501M.

You will also require all the parts, including power inserters, splitters and satellite 
connections, that you would need for a regular installation. 

THE NAS STD-9501M DIPLEXER
Combining two multiswitches

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=DECABB1R0&d=DIRECTV-DECA-Broadband-with-power-supply-%28DECABB1R0
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=STD-9501
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?mc=02&p=SPLIT4MRV
http://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=SD-SWMD3&ss=187490
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Interconnection is easy, just follow these steps:

• Connect both multiswitches using one of the suggested steps in this guide.

• Connect lines from the SWM outputs to the SAT/DC input of each NAS-9501M 
diplexer.

• Connect one Cinema Connection Kit to your home internet.

• Connect the coaxial cable line from the Cinema Connection Kit to the 4-way splitter.

• Connect lines from the outputs of the 4-way splitter to the TV input of each NAS-
9501M diplexer.

• Connect lines from the outputs of each diplexer into the appropriate splitter for your 
system.

If you have whole-home active, that should be all that is required. 

The following diagram shows a typical installation for sharing whole-home service 
over multiple multiswitches using NAS-9501M diplexers.- one for each SWM

THE NAS STD-9501M DIPLEXER
Combining two multiswitches

http://www.solidsignal.com
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Using diplexers to efficiently manage whole-home
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It’s true that you can connect multiswitches by using multiple Cinema Connection Kits 
and network switches. In fact, by adding four diplexers and one splitter there may not 
be a significant cost savings. However, look at these facts:

Using diplexers instead of additional DECA Broadbands keeps 
all the traffic on the coaxial cable. This should result in smoother whole-
home with fewer problems as the whole-home traffic never goes through your home 
network.

Using diplexers actually improves the quality of the signal. 
Compared to the crossovers within the multiswitches, you should experience 5dB less 
loss. This could allow for increased cable runs or a more stable signal.

Using diplexers may allow you to use GenieGO throughout the 
system. If you use the DIRECTV GenieGO to put programming on your device, 
using diplexers should help GenieGO find all your DVRs.

Using diplexers may allow you to use a smaller splitter. Because 
the internet connection doesn’t take up an output port on your splitter, you may be 
able to use a smaller splitter. Oversized splitters are the #1 cause of excess signal loss. 
in fact, using an 8-way splitter cuts the power level to each output port by over 87%! 
If you need to connect four receivers to one splitter, using a diplexer will allow you to 
use a 4-way splitter, while connecting the DECA Broadband to a splitter would require 
an 8-way (because you have four lines for receivers and one for the DECA Broadband.)

All in all, the use of diplexers to provide whole-home service doesn’t really have 
a downside. We’ve shown in tests that performance is better, and signal loss is 
decreased, by using diplexers. In fact, even if you have only one multiswitch, you may 
wish to use diplexers to bypass the internal crossover, netting you a 5dB increase in 
signal strength.

WHY USE DIPLEXERS

http://www.solidsignal.com
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Seeing more than 16 tuners in the home is becoming more and more common. While 
it has always been possible to use equipment intended for commercial buildings to get 
more than 16 tuners in the home, DIRECTV’s whole-home service adds another layer 
of complexity. While there are not currently any solutions for a supported whole-
home setup over 16 tuners, it is possible to get some whole-home function.

In conclusion, remember:
• Avoid long cable runs and unused cables when possible
• Terminate any unused connections
• Use the smallest splitter possible
• Be aware of the effects of signal loss

And most of all, remember that almost all these methods are unsupported by 
DIRECTV. If you are comfortable with this level of wiring, you probably have as much 
knowledge as many DIRECTV technicians and should not expect to get support for 
this sort of system.

Looking for more information? Check out these helpful links!

Downloadable Tutorials and Diagrams

Solid Signal’s YouTube Channel

A Guide to Coax Networking

Advanced Coax Networking

CONCLUSION

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://forums.solidsignal.com/showthread.php/5784-Solid-Signal-s-Downloadable-Tutorials-and-Reviews
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWx_hqfo43O19szliIdIPrAB9c9RXjJl_
http://forums.solidsignal.com/showthread.php/1251-WHITE-PAPER-A-Guide-to-DIRECTV-Networking
http://forums.solidsignal.com/showthread.php/2083-WHITE-PAPER-Advanced-Coax-Networking-for-DIRECTV
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SolidSignal.com is your source for 
DIRECTV equipment, supplies, 
and support. We have over 10 
years’ experience in installing and 
supporting satellite equipment. Our 
technical staff is ready to answer all 
your questions! 

visit SOLIDSIGNAL.COM 
for the best selection of 

equipment and supplies 
for the high-end installer 

or  do-it-yourselfer!

FORUMS.SOLIDSIGNAL.COM
is your source for  
24-hour support!

BLOG.SOLIDSIGNAL.COM is 
your information destination 

for news, reviews, and tips!

http://www.solidsignal.com
http://blog.solidsignal.com
http://forums.solidsignal.com/forum.php
http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.solidsignal.com
http://www.blog.solidsignal.com

